The role of sleep in brain physiology is poorly understood. Recently rodent studies have shown that the glymphatic system clears waste products from brain more efficiently during sleep compared to wakefulness due to the expansion of the interstitial fluid space facilitating entry of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) into the brain. Here, we studied water diffusivity in the brain during sleep and awake conditions, hypothesizing that an increase in water diffusivity during sleep would occur concomitantly with an expansion of CSF volume -an effect that we predicted based on preclinical findings would be most prominent in cerebellum. We used MRI to measure slow and fast components of the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) of water in the brain in 50 healthy participants, in 30 of whom we compared awake versus sleep conditions and in 20 of whom we compared rested-wakefulness versus wakefulness following one night of sleep-deprivation. Sleep compared to wakefulness was associated with increases in slow-ADC in cerebellum and left temporal pole and with decreases in fast-ADC in thalamus, insula, parahippocampus and striatal regions, and the density of sleep arousals was inversely associated with ADC changes. The CSF volume was also increased during sleep and was associated with sleep-induced changes in ADCs in cerebellum. There were no differences in ADCs with wakefulness following sleep deprivation compared to rested-wakefulness. Although we hypothesized increases in ADC with sleep, our findings uncovered both increases in slow ADC (mostly in cerebellum) as well as decreases in fast ADC, which could reflect the distinct biological significance of fast-and slow-ADC values in relation to sleep. While preliminary, our findings suggest a more complex sleep-related glymphatic function in the human brain compared to rodents. On the other hand, our findings of sleep-induced changes in CSF volume provide preliminary evidence that is consistent with a glymphatic transport process in the human brain.
Introduction
The human brain utilizes 25% of the body's total energy and generates an estimated 7 g of potentially toxic protein waste daily (Nedergaard and Goldman, 2016 ); yet the mechanisms by which the brain clears waste products such as Aβ are not properly understood. Recently a peri-vascular cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) transport system in the brain referred to as the glymphatic system, which facilitates waste removal and that is most active during sleep, was described in rodents (Iliff et al., 2012) . These studies showed that clearance of soluble Aβ increased 2-fold during slow-wave sleep when compared to wakefulness, which was associated with an increase in the interstitial fluid (ISF) space (Xie et al., 2013) . Expansion of the ISF volume during sleep is proposed to facilitate access of more CSF transport through brain parenchyma thereby enhancing brain waste elimination. However, it is currently unknown if a glymphatic system as described in rodents (Iliff et al., 2012) exists in the human brain. Also, recent work has suggested alternative mechanisms involved in clearance of waste products in the brain (Abbott et al., 2018) , or opposite results to those associated with glymphatic clearance during sleep; including greater parenchymal CSF circulation during wakefulness than during anesthesia (Gakuba et al., 2018) .
To explore evidence of glymphatic clearance in the human being during sleep, here we tested the hypothesis that water diffusivity (as assessed by diffusion MRI) would be increased during sleep compared to the awake state. Our hypothesis is based on the observation that in rodents, cortical ISF volume increases (~40%) during sleep and is a major determinant of glymphatic transport efficiency (Kress et al., 2014; Xie et al., 2013) ; and further, that quantitative diffusion MRI is sensitive to changes in ISF volume (Benveniste et al., 1992; Davis et al., 1994; Sotak, 2004; van Gelderen et al., 1994; Verheul et al., 1994) . We hypothesized that during sleep, ISF volume will expand thereby enhancing entry of CSF into the brain when compared to the awake state. The ISF volume enlargement would be associated with an increase in CSF volume and detectable as an increase in water diffusivity in the brain. We predicted that the cerebellum would show the largest changes in ADC with sleep since in rodents it shows enhanced glymphatic CSF transport compared to other brain regions . We also hypothesized that an individual's sleep quality would have an effect on sleep-changes in ADC, such that participants with multiple awakenings during the night would show decreased ADC during sleep and vice versa. If correct, this hypothesis could help explain recent findings of an association between frequent arousals from sleep-disordered breathing and beta amyloid deposition in the brain (Alexander et al., 2001; Cedernaes et al., 2017; Sharma et al., 2018) .
To test these hypotheses, we conducted two separate MRI studies in 50 healthy controls in whom we measured both "fast" and "slow" apparent diffusion coefficients (ADC) (Le Bihan et al., 1988; Silva et al., 1997) . MRI studies of diffusivity have reported different compartmental diffusion characteristics of tissue when implementing a range of sensitizing diffusion gradients, b-values, which have been distinguished as 'fast' and 'slow' ADCs. The fast ADC is reported to be more sensitive to changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF) (MacFall et al., 1991; Silva et al., 1997) whereas the slow ADC is considered to be representative of non-CBF components, such as neural or slower tissue-level diffusion changes (Abe et al., 2017a) .
In the first study (n ¼ 30) we compared diffusivity and CSF volumes while participants were awake (AWAKE condition after a good night rest) versus when they were asleep (SLEEP condition after 24 h of sleep deprivation). Participants were sleep-deprived the night prior to the SLEEP condition in order to facilitate their sleep in the MRI scanner. In a second study (n ¼ 20) , to evaluate the effect of acute sleep deprivation (SD) on diffusivity, we compared diffusivity while participants were awake during rested wakefulness (A-RW) versus when they were awake but after a night of SD (A-SD). We also collected electroencephalography (EEG) based individual sleep behavior during two nights of sleep while in a clinical setting (NIH's Clinical Center).
Materials and methods
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the National Institutes of Health (Combined Neurosciences White Panel) and was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All subjects gave informed written consent before participating in the study.
Participants
A total of fifty healthy participants were recruited for two separate MRI studies (Fig. 1) , 30 completed Study #1 (15 females; age 41.5 AE 11.3y and 15 males; age 40.5 AE 13.2y), and 20 completed Study #2 (10 females, age 40.0 AE 14.5y and 10 males; age 42.7 AE 12.6y). Participants were initially screened to exclude ferromagnetic implants, psychoactive medications and major medical problems, current psychiatric diagnosis as assessed by an abbreviated Structured Clinical Interview for the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) including drug abuse or dependence, medical conditions that may alter cerebral function (i.e., cardiovascular, endocrinological, oncological, neurological, or autoimmune diseases), current use of prescribed or over-the-counter medications, and/or head trauma with loss of consciousness of more than 30 min. STAT urine tests were performed to identify drug use (cocaine, methamphetamine, stimulant medications, opioids, cannabinoids, benzodiazepines and barbiturates) and to rule out pregnancy in females.
Procedure

Study design
STUDY #1 (Fig. 1A ): Participants were admitted to the Clinical Center for a one-night inpatient stay three different times (total of 3 nights). The first night (referred to as ACCLIMATIZATION), was to acclimatize participants to sleeping in the inpatient unit and to characterize their sleep (i.e., duration of sleep stages, number of awakenings during sleep, total hours of sleep per night). Participants were then randomized into two groups so that for one of the groups the "AWAKE" scan was done first following a night of rested sleep (second night) and the "SLEEP" scan was done last following a night of SD (third night), which was done to facilitate their falling asleep inside the magnet. For the other half of the participants, the order was reversed and the "SLEEP" scan was done first after SD (second night) and the "AWAKE" scan was done last after a night of rested sleep (third night). For the SD night, participants were encouraged to read, watch television or a movie to help them stay awake and a nurse stayed by their side to ensure they did not fall asleep. The Fig. 1 . Experimental design: Participants in STUDY #1 slept in the inpatient unit the first night (for ACCLIMATIZATION). In the RES-TED night, they also slept in the inpatient unit and were scanned the following morning while awake (AWAKE). The night of sleep deprivation (SD), was followed the following morning by a scanning session where they were encouraged to fall asleep in the magnet (SLEEP). Participants in STUDY #2 slept in the inpatient unit in the RESTED night and were scanned the following morning while awake (A-RW). The night of SD was followed the next morning by a scanning session where they were asked to stay awake in the magnet (A-SD).
MRI scans for the AWAKE or SLEEP conditions were carried between 8AM and 12PM (average scan start time ¼ 09:43AM). For the AWAKE scan, we asked participants to stay awake during the scan and for the SLEEP scan, we asked participants to try to fall asleep in the scanner.
Sleep Measures During the nights that the participants spent at the Clinical Center they wore the Sleep Profiler (SP; Advanced Brain Monitoring, Inc., Carlsbad, CA), an FDA approved ambulatory EEG monitor used to detect sleep stages (Popovic et al., 2014) . The SP uses three forehead electrodes to record EEG signals. For the first three participants studied, we validated the correspondence between visually obtained sleep scoring with the raw data from the sleep profiler output by looking at the band-pass signal in the low frequency delta (<4Hz), spindle frequency (12-16Hz), and high frequency gamma (>18Hz) bands and their amplitude changes. Recordings were initiated prior to 10PM and continued until 7AM. Total sleep duration, sleep disturbances (number of awakenings more 30 s), and duration of sleep in Non-rapid (NREM; Stage-1, Stage-2, and Stage-3) and rapid eye movement (REM) were measured. Most participants slept well during both nights (Supplementary Material 1). Measures of sleep quality were calculated for the two nights of sleep in the Clinical Center by averaging the number of awakenings per hour lasting more than 30s (Awakenings >30s was also correlated with awakenings >90s, Supplementary Fig. 1 ). We assessed the Pearson's r between these sleep quality measures and the change of ADC (ΔADC; SLEEP-AWAKE).
Simultaneous EEG-MRI recordings to assess sleep within the MRI were discontinued after one of the participants suffered a mild scalp burn from the electrodes (presumably due to excessive RF power deposition after 180 RF pulse, flipping within the transverse plane of the diffusionweighted imaging) and notification to the IRB during the development phase of the protocol. Instead, we corroborate whether participants were asleep or awake by monitoring their response to a continuous task and by measuring eye closures, eye blinks and eye movements while in the MRI scanner with an infrared camera (procedures described below). Additionally, after each night of sleep in the Clinical Center (i.e., ACCLIMATIZATION, and the night preceding the AWAKE scan), and at the end of the SLEEP scan, participants were asked to rate: i) "How deep did you sleep?" and ii) "How rested do you feel?" on a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 indicated "not at all" and 10 "extremely".
STUDY #2 (Fig. 1B ): Participants were scanned twice -once while awake following a night of rested sleep (awake with rested wakefulness or A-RW) and once while awake but following a night of SD (A-SD). For this purpose, participants spent two nights in the Clinical Center; for the night A-RW participants were asked to sleep normally, and for the A-SD night they were asked to stay awake until completion of MRI. The setting and sleep recordings were similar to STUDY #1. The following morning, they underwent MRI scans, taking part between 8AM and 11AM (average scan start time ¼ 08:22AM), and were asked to stay awake during MRI procedures for both scanning sessions. This allowed us to control for the effects of SD as separate from the effects of sleep itself.
MRI acquisition
Scanning was performed on a Siemens 3T Prisma scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc., Malvern, PA) equipped with a 32-channel head coil. Scanner room temperature was controlled at 21 C. For Study #1, MRI started with a resting-state functional magnetic resonance (rfMRI) time-series with a multiplexed echo-planar imaging sequence (Moeller et al., 2010) For both studies, and before the imaging sessions, polyvinyl pyrrolidine (PVP) phantom images with the same diffusion imaging parameters as the participant scanning were collected each day to control for potential artifacts due to magnetic field differences between scan days (Pierpaoli et al., 2009; Pullens et al., 2017) . The PVP phantom comprises a stable aqueous polymer solution with a concentration of at least 30% (by weight). In our experiment, room temperature was 21 C and there were no significant differences between sessions in the PVP phantom analysis for any of the ADC measures (see Supplementary Material 2).
Arousal and physiological measures during MRI scans
STUDY #1: During the DWI scans, a white fixation cross was presented in the middle of the screen that occasionally changed color (to a dull green) for 10 s (jittered 45-70s, 16 values during each scan, a total of 96 triggers during whole diffusion scan). For the AWAKE scan, participants were asked to press a button with their right index finger whenever the fixation cross changed color and had 10 s to respond before it changed back to white. For the SLEEP scan, participants were encouraged to fall asleep. They were instructed to press the response button if they could not fall asleep and noticed the color change. Button press responses were used to monitor arousal during MRI. Additionally, a video of the right eye was recorded throughout the scan with an infrared mono-color single MRI-compatible camera (model: 12M-i, MRC Systems GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) mounted on the head coil at a sampling rate of 30 frames/s and a resolution of 640 Â 480 pixels. This video was used to compute eye-lid closure and eye blink measures and when they closed their eyes to monitor eye motions under the eye-lid related to non-rapidand rapid-eye-movement periods. For the SLEEP condition we rated the eye motions under the eye-lid every minute as slow, fast, still, and eyeopen states for every subject. Respiration, electrocardiography (ECG), and photoplethysmography (PPG) signals were recorded with BioPac MRI compatible sensors using an M150 amplifier (BIOPAC Systems, Inc., CA, USA) at a rate of 5 kHz (https://www.biopac.com/research/). STUDY #2: Participants were asked to stay awake for both the A-RW and the A-SD scans. We used the same procedures as for STUDY #1 to monitor whether they were awake or asleep (detection of changes in cross and video recording of eye closures, blinks and movements).
Voxel-based morphometry and structural change analyses
The Computational Analysis Toolbox (CAT12) (Gaser and Dahnke, 2016 ) was used to assess potential sleep-related changes in brain structure. We quantified whole brain total intracranial volume (TIV), grey (GM) and white matter (WM) volumes, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) volume. Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis of T1 images -collected in the SLEEP and AWAKE sessions-was carried in CAT12 included; (i) spatial registration to a reference MNI template brain, (ii) tissue classification (segmentation) into grey and white matter and CSF, (iii) bias correction of intensity non-uniformities, and (iv) segmentations modulated by scaling with the amount of volume changes due to spatial registration. In addition, high-resolution T1 and T2 images were processed with Freesurfer software (version 6, http://surfer.nmr.mgh. harvard.edu/) to generate full segmentation algorithm including subject-specific white matter, cortical and subcortical grey matter brain masks (Glasser et al., 2013) , sulci and gyri (Desikan et al., 2006) and of subcortical structures (Fischl et al., 2002) .
Image processing
Tolerably Obsessive Registration and Tensor Optimization Indolent Software Ensemble (TORTOISE) software, version 3 (Pierpaoli et al., 2010) was used to process DWI images. The T2w image with the highest quality (i.e., based on visual inspection) among the two scan sessions was selected and AC-PC aligned in Medical Image Processing, Analysis, and Visualization (MIPAV) software (https://mipav.cit.nih.gov/), and used as a structural image for alignment and distortion correction in TOR-TOISE. For each DWI scan, we corrected for rigid body motion, eddy current distortions, and B0 distortions, using the T2-structural image for alignment in TORTOISE. Finally, high-resolution T1 images processed in freesurfer software and the DWI images were aligned (T1 to DWI) in Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM12; Welcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging) with a 12-parameter affine transformation for each scan session.
Calculation of ADC values
Conventional ADC was calculated according to the Stejskal-Tanner (Stejskal and Tanner, 1965 ) equation: . Note that the higher b-values in our study are lower than most of the b-values reported in the literature that measured 'very slow' ADC values, but nonetheless can be used to approximate nonGaussian component of (e.g., >1700 s/mm 2 ) (Mulkern et al., 1999; Sehy et al., 2002) . In this paper, ADC values will be reported in units of 10 À3 mm 2 /s. Freesurfer aparc þ aseg.mgz segmentations were used to extract mean ADC values within each segment for each participant and session. For voxel-wise analyses, spatial normalization to the stereotactic space of the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) and spatial smoothing (4 mm) were carried in SPM12.
Statistical analysis
All the statistical analyses were conducted in R version 3.4.3 (RCoreTeam, 2013) except the voxel-wise ADC analysis, which was conducted in SPM12. For that analysis, a two-step cluster-wise threshold correction approach using voxel-threshold of p ¼ 0.005, and a cluster size of minimum 100 voxels were used for the AWAKE-SLEEP and SLEEP-AWAKE t-contrasts. Family-wise error corrected clusters were then reported (p FWE <0.05; see Table 2 ). We also used individual ADC values from individual brain segments extracted from freesurfer software, and correlated these values with the individual sleep measure 'awakenings'. For partial correlation we used "ppcor" package in R (Kim, 2015) .
For VBM based whole brain analysis, we used the total intracranial volume as a covariate and CSF, grey and white matter volumes as dependent variables, and AWAKE and SLEEP as independent variables in Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA). Pearson correlation across subjects was used to assess the pair-wise association between the changes in brain CSF volume, number of awakenings during sleep, and the ADC measures, and p-values < 0.05 were reported as significant. ADC and VBM analyses in STUDY#2 were conducted with the same statistical methodologies as for STUDY#1.
Results
Behavioral results
Sleep Measures: The scores on the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) (Buysse et al., 1989) , the sleep assessment questionnaire, and the clinic sleep measure (i.e., Sleep Profiler) for STUDY #1 and #2 are reported in Table 1 . Inspection of the Sleep Profiler data and the reports for the nights preceding the SLEEP scan indicated that participants stayed awake as instructed (i.e., the total amount of time that any subject might have intermittently fallen asleep during a night was less than a few minutes, generally classified as Stage-1 sleep). Self-reported measures of sleep during the ACCLIMATIZATION night and the night preceding the AWAKE scan were in good agreement with the Sleep Profiler data.
Response times in the scanner: For STUDY #1, the responses to color changes of the cross during the DWI scans revealed that one subject in the AWAKE scan missed a very high number of response-time points (MISSES 40 out of 96) and one subject in the SLEEP scan was not asleep and pressed the response button many times (RESPONSES 50 out of 96). We also confirmed participants' behavior via eye videos recorded during the experiment. Thus, these subjects were excluded from further analyses (final N ¼ 28). For STUDY #2, the responses to color changes of the cross revealed that one subject in the A-RW scan missed a very high number of response-time points (14 out of 16) (final N ¼ 19). Eye video confirmed this behavior, thus this subject was excluded from further analyses. (See Supplementary Material 3, and Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3 for the representation of the reaction times and accuracy across scan for each subject as well as the ratings of eye movements recorded when subjects closed their eyes during the SLEEP scan, see Supplementary Material 4).
STUDY #1
Voxel-based morphometry (VBM)
Using data from 24 participants (4 additional subjects were excluded due to technical and motion related issues during the T-1 structural scan at least in one of the sessions), we found a significantly larger CSF volume in SLEEP; average value ¼ 316.21(11.21) cm 3 compared to AWAKE; average value ¼ 312.11(10.66) cm 3 , t(23) ¼ 2.62, p ¼ 0.015. There were no differences in GM and WM volumes between SLEEP and AWAKE conditions (Fig. 2) .
Whole brain ADC differences
We computed overall brain ADC measures calculated in native space extracted through freesurfer segmentation algorithms and found no differences between AWAKE and SLEEP in fADC; [ AWAKE; mean ¼ 1.0359 (0.0433), SLEEP; mean ¼ 1.0318 (0.0401)], or in sADC; [AWAKE; mean ¼ 0.7910 (0.0172), SLEEP; sADC ¼ 0.7902 (0.0151)].
Regional ADC SPM analysis
Though there were no significant differences between SLEEP vs AWAKE for the whole brain ADC measures there were significant regional differences with increases in some brain regions with SLEEP (as hypothesized) and decreases in others as found by SPM statistical contrasts. Further, the SLEEP vs AWAKE ADC results differed for the fast-and slow-ADC components (see below).
Fast-ADC (fADC) was lower in striatal regions, in insular regions, parahippocampus, thalamus and left ventral sections of the cerebellum, lobules VII/VIII (Table 2) , and higher in the left temporal pole (Fig. 3A) for SLEEP than for the AWAKE scans. Slow-ADC (sADC) was higher in dorsal cerebellar (left lobules VI/ Cyrus I; right lobules VI/VII) and left temporal pole, and was lower in left parahippocampus (Fig. 3B, Table 2 ) for SLEEP than for the AWAKE scans. The only regions that showed similar findings for sADC and fADC were the left parahippocampus (decreased with SLEEP) and the left temporal pole (increased with SLEEP).
Cerebellar ADC changes and their correlations with sleep measures and brain CSF changes
We computed changes in cerebellar ADC (ΔADC; SLEEP-AWAKE), and their correlations with sleep quality (awakenings), Stage-1 and Stage-3 sleep durations and total brain CSF changes.
ADC changes were first calculated for the whole cerebellar grey matter freesurfer segments extracted from each individual's brain native space and ADC values were extracted before the images were 
Quality Index (PSQI) item for total sleep duration per night in daily life; Self-reports for the questions: i) "How deep did you sleep?" and, ii) "How rested do you feel?" after the sleeping periods in the Clinical Center (ACCLIMATIZATION, AWAKE and A-RW mornings) from a scale 1-10 and Sleep Profiler (SP) total sleep duration. A-SD has no sleep measures since participants stayed awake during the night and the scanning session. SLEEP* refers to the scores obtained after participants slept in the scanner (SLEEP scan). Self-report of "How rested" was lower after the SLEEP than the AWAKE scan session (p < 0.01). Subjective "sleep depth" did not differ between the nights of the ACCLIMATIZATION and prior to the AWAKE scan and that of the SLEEP scan condition, although the variability during the SLEEP scan was higher compared to the AWAKE conditions. Values correspond to means and standard deviations..
Table 2
Fast and slow ADC results from the SPM analysis for the differences between AWAKE versus SLEEP, and SLEEP versus AWAKE contrasts. L ¼ left, R ¼ right..
Ş .B. Demiral et al.
NeuroImage 185 (2019) 263-273 transformed to MNI space. As a second step, we extracted delta-ADCs in the cerebellar clusters found in the previous group-level SPM analysis to contrast between SLEEP and AWAKE conditions.
Cerebellar grey matter ADC changes
The comparisons for fADC and sADC between SLEEP and AWAKE in the freesurfer grey matter segmentation showed a trend for an increase in sADC with SLEEP (p ¼ 0.065 level) and no differences for fADC (see Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5 for ADC changes in cerebellum and subcortical regions).
Cerebellar grey matter ΔADC correlations
We next examined the relationship between cerebellar grey matter freesurfer segment ΔADCs with sleep measures. We found a significant negative correlation between ΔADC and awakenings both for slow-and fast-ADC. Specifically, participants with more awakenings showed smaller changes in ADC in cerebellum grey matter (fADC: r ¼ À0.569, p < 0.01; sADC: r ¼ À0.41, p < 0.05; Fig. 4A and B) , and this effect remained significant after controlling for age with partial correlation analysis (fADC: p < 0.001 and sADC: p < 0.01). We also observed a negative correlation between Stage-1 sleep duration and fADC in cerebellar grey matter (r ¼ À0.396, p < 0.05; Fig. 4C ), but the correlation with sADC was not significant (Fig. 4D) . Cerebellar grey matter ΔADCs did not correlate with total Stage-3 sleep or with delta CSF. (Also note that the correlation between awakenings and SLEEP-AWAKE change in total brain CSF was also not significant, p > 0.14.)
Cerebellar SPM clusters' ΔADC correlations
We then computed the correlations between ΔADCs in the cerebellar clusters that were significant in the SPM statistical analysis with the sleep measures and CSF changes. fADC cluster (in the left cerebellum) ΔADC was significantly correlated with awakenings (r ¼ 0.491, p ¼ 0.008) ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ), but the correlation with sADC clusters (mean or each of the left and right cerebellum clusters) was not significant (p > 0.2) Neither Stage-1 nor Stage-3 sleep durations correlated with cerebellar cluster ΔADCs.
The correlation between sADC in the cerebellar clusters and CSF changes were significant (left; r ¼ 0.413, p < 0.05; right, 0.404, p ¼ 0.0503; average of right and left cerebellar clusters, r ¼ 0.431, p ¼ 0.0354 (Fig. 5) , such that the greater the increases in brain CSF the greater the increases in sADC in these regions during SLEEP compared to AWAKE. The correlation between the cerebellar fADC cluster and CSF was not significant.
ΔADC correlations in other SPM clusters
The correlations for the other clusters that showed significant differences in SPM between SLEEP vs AWAKE with the sleep measures and CSF is shown in Supplementary Material 5 and Supplementary 
STUDY #2
There were no significant differences between A-RW and A-SD for any of the ADC components (data not shown) indicating that one-night of SD by itself did not affect ADC. We also compared CSF, WM, and GM volumes, and none of these measures differed between A-RW and A-SD sessions (p > 0.2). In addition, to assess if the significant clusters found in STUDY #1 showed an effect of SD, we performed a 2-way ANOVA using State (A-SD/A-RW) and Cluster for sADC and for fADC, and showed no significant effects of State or of an interaction between State and Cluster neither for sADC nor for fADC (Fs < 1). Nevertheless, separate t-test analyses revealed that the only region for which there was a trend of a decrease with A-SD compared to A-RW was for fADC cluster in the left cerebellum (p ¼ 0.032, uncorrected), however it did not survive correction for multiple comparisons (see Supplementary Material 6).
Discussion
This study explored whether sleep could induce ADC and CSF volume changes in the brain compared to wakefulness, which would provide preliminary support for the existence of a glymphatic system in the human brain. In addition, our study investigated how sleep disturbances (awakenings) would influence ADC changes. We found that sleep led to an increase in whole brain CSF volume, to an increase in sADC in the dorsal cerebellum as well as to an increase in both fast and slow ADC in left temporal pole, and that the sleep-associated increases in cerebellar sADC were associated with the increases in CSF volumes. In contrast and opposite to our hypothesis, we also observed significant decreases in fADC in right globus pallidus and insula, and in left thalamus, parahippocampus and ventral cerebellum in SLEEP compared to AWAKE state. Awakenings and total Stage-1 sleep were inversely correlated with changes in whole cerebellar grey matter sADC and fADC. In contrast, awakenings correlated positively with changes in fADC in left ventral cerebellum and right globus palidus SPM clusters. Finally, Stage-3 sleep duration was positively correlated with left parahippocampal fADC changes. Overall our findings indicated the existence of multiple, regionspecific cortical and sub-cortical sleep-related diffusion changes.
Based on findings in the rodent brain of a 40% increase in ISF space that facilitates clearance of waste by the glymphatic system during sleep, we predicted that the ADC would increase during sleep compared to the awake state (Xie et al., 2013) . Our hypothesis was also based on studies reporting that increases and decreases in the brain ISF volume fraction as measured by real-time iontophoretic methods (Nicholson and Sykova, 1998; Sykova, 2004) reflect similar changes in the ADC as measured with MRI. For example, during brain development the ISF volume fraction in cortex decrease from 0.43, at the post-natal age of 10 days, to 0.23 at 22 days (Vorisek and Sykova, 1997) ; and these changes are paralleled by decreases in the ADC (Sizonenko et al., 2007) . Similarly, during acute ischemia the ISF volume fraction decreases abruptly by 50% or more at the time of the anoxic depolarization and is coincident with an ADC decrease (Davis et al., 1994; de Crespigny et al., 1999; Decanniere et al., 1995; Harris et al., 2000; Sevick et al., 1992) . Note that the ADC values reported in these studies fall under 1 Â 10 À3 mm 2 /s, and could be approximated to the slow-ADC we report in this manuscript. We reasoned therefore, that a~40% expansion of the ISF volume (Xie et al., 2013) accompanied by an increase in CSF into the brain would promote free water diffusivity and thereby an increase in the ADC (Sotak, 2004) and that increases in CSF would correlate with changes in the ADC. Of these hypotheses, we were able to corroborate the increase in sADC in lobules VI, VII and Cyrus I of the cerebellum (but also observed in temporal pole) and the increase in CSF volume during sleep, which we found correlated with one another. However, we also observed decrease in ADC with sleep, predominantly for fADC in parahippocampus, subcortical regions, insula and ventral cerebellar lobules VII and VIII. Recently, Gakuba et al. (2018) reported that transport of contrast agents was decreased during anesthesia (presumably emulating sleep) relative to wake periods, which would be consistent with our findings of decreases in fADC in subcortical regions and insula and of sADC and fADC in left parahippocampus with SLEEP. Although the differential contribution of changes in interstitial versus intracellular water volumes for the changes in sADC vs that for fADC remains unclear, the fADC is reported to be most sensitive to changes in CBF or microcirculation (MacFall et al., 1991; Silva et al., 1997) , which would be in agreement with our results showing that the fADC tended to be higher during AWAKE than SLEEP conditions. Alternatively, the fact that fADC tended to be higher during AWAKE than SLEEP conditions could also be reflective of increases in cell volume associated with increased cell activity (Abe et al., 2017b) .
Overall the sADC appeared to be the most sensitive for capturing proposed ADC increases with sleep. While the dorsal cerebellum and temporal pole regions showed increases in ADC mostly for sADC, subcortical regions, ventral cerebellum, insula, and parahippocampus were characterized by decreases in fADC during sleep. On the basis of previous findings showing enhanced cerebellar glymphatic CSF transport -compared to the other brain regions observed in rodent studies )-and containing dense aquaporin 4 water channels (Hoddevik et al., 2017) , cerebellum was an a priori region where we expected to observe the largest ADC; only the sADC increased in SLEEP (dorsal cerebellum) but the fADC decreased (ventral cerebellum). Thus sleep induced sADC increases might reflect overall more efficient CSF transport and glymphatic clearance in this region (Ratner et al., 2017) . Indeed, this particular CSF transport pattern could explain why the cerebellum is one of the last brain regions to show beta-amyloid accumulation with the progression of Alzheimer's disease (Calderon-Garcidueñas and Duyckaerts, 2018).
The difference between our results with ADC in the human brain during sleep and those obtained in the rodent brain during slow-wave sleep or anesthesia with ketamine/xylazine could reflect differences between species and techniques targeting ISF. Thus, the large increase (40%) in ISF documented in the cortex of the rat was obtained using the real-time iontophoresis method with tetramethylammonium ions (TMA) and ion-selective microelectrodes whereby the interstitial volume fraction and tortuosity can be calculated (Nicholson and Sykova, 1998; Xie et al., 2013) . The ADC measured by diffusion MRI in this study, might not be sufficiently sensitive to pick up potentially small and transient changes in the ISF volume.
Alternatively, differences between the human and rodent brain sleep data are also likely to reflect the differences between the progressive and disrupted patterns of sleep that we observed in our participants, which might have been better controlled in mice as reported by Xie et al. (2013) . Indeed, the significant negative correlation that we observed between the number of awakenings and the changes in fADC and sADC in cerebellum suggest that the dynamics of changes in ISF are likely to be sensitive to sleep quality. We measured ADC only for the first 90 min upon sleep initiation and it might be that brain regions might require longer time periods to modify ISF, depending on their content of AQP4 or their proximity to larger CSF reservoirs, but further studies are required to disambiguate these potential confounds.
We showed that the number of arousals per hour for a given subject had a significant contribution to the ADC changes in whole cerebellum. It is possible that subjects in our study characterized by uninterrupted sleep, who had the largest sleep-related ADC changes, might have overall more benefit from sleep and also exhibit increased waste clearance from the brain compared to those who have frequent sleep interruptions. Recently, it was shown that arousal during the night related to sleepdisordered breathing was associated with beta amyloid accumulation in brain (Alexander et al., 2001; Cedernaes et al., 2017; Osorio et al., 2014; Sharma et al., 2018 ) consistent with impaired clearance. These finding highlight the importance of monitoring individual differences in sleep quality when assessing glymphatic clearance mechanisms in the human brain.
We did not observe any diffusion or structural changes between sleepdeprivation (A-SD) and rested-wakefulness (A-RW) in STUDY #2 in the whole brain SPM analysis. This is distinct from findings recently reported by Elvsåshagen et al. who showed effects of SD on mean diffusivity and cortical thickness (Elvsashagen et al., 2015 (Elvsashagen et al., , 2017 . This discrepancy might reflect differences in experimental methodologies and participant composition. Specifically, Elvsåshagen et al. studied only male subjects who were much younger (mean age ¼ 21 y old) than our cohort (age ¼ 41 y old), whereas we also included females. Their comparisons for sleep and SD were done on two different groups of subjects (sample from Elvsashagen et al., 2015 is a subset of the Elvsashagen et al., 2017 study, reporting only the sleep restricted group) whereas we compared both conditions in the same subjects. Elvsashagen et al. did not control for sleep behaviors prior to the fMRI scan, which might have resulted in interindividual variance from distinct sleep/arousal schedules prior to the study. Both studies used permutation based statistics, and the 2015 study reported significant clusters with 1 or 2 voxels (see Table 1 in Elvsashagen et al., 2015) whereas we restricted significance to clusters with >100 voxels, and the main focus in their study was diffusion in the white matter tracks, whereas we focused on grey matter. Furthermore, in the 2017 study, there was no interaction between group (sleep x deprivation) and time, suggesting as discussed by the authors that other mechanisms rather than sleep deprivation accounted for cortical thinning. Nevertheless, exploring each cluster found in STUDY #1 to differ between SLEEP vs AWAKE we showed that there was a non-significant trend for a decrease in fADC in the left cerebellum cluster. While this finding is consistent with a potential, but weak effect of sleep deprivation on cerebellar ADC, SLEEP was associated mostly with increases in cerebellar sADC in our study, suggesting that the differences we observed between SLEEP and AWAKE are not due to the effects of sleep deprivation, but rather due to sleep itself.
In addition, our findings differ from those by Bernardi et al. who reported mean diffusivity changes under intense overnight cognitive training (~12h) compared to pre-training rested non sleep deprived sessions (Bernardi et al., 2016) , indicating potential influence of SD on diffusion measures. In contrast in our study we did not subject participants to a cognitively demanding task but instead encouraged them to do activities they enjoyed and distracted them. Thus it is probable that intense and long lasting cognitive performance might have increased cellular size and affected diffusion in the participants studied by Bernardi et al. Moreover, intense overnight cognitive training might have engaged neurotransmitters involved in arousal, learning, attention, and motivation (i.e., dopamine, norepinephrine, and adenosine etc.) that in turn might have influenced diffusivity. Intriguingly, Bernardi et al.'s findings of decreases in CSF (assessed by decreases in ventricle volumes) during SD that increased after sleep are consistent with the CSF volumetric changes we report during sleep.
We observed a negative association between the sleep-induced increases in the whole grey matter cerebellum fADC and sADC with awakenings, which we interpret to reflect the interference of glymphatic function with multiple awakenings. A-priori we had predicted that the increases in ADC with sleep would be strongest in cerebellum, which we corroborated. A more efficient glymphatic function in cerebellum has been postulated to contribute to its resilience to beta amyloid accumulation and might explain why it is one of the last brain regions to show beta amyloid plaques in advanced Alzheimer's disease (Calderon-Garciduenas and Duyckaerts, 2017) . However, though an association was also observed for fADC measure extracted from the cerebellar SPM cluster, the association for sADC in cerebellar SPM clusters and awakenings was not significant. These differences between fADC and sADC in cerebellum could reflect the existence of distinct sleep-related physiological dynamics. On the other hand, the difference in the cerebellar sADC findings between the SPM extracted clusters and the larger grey Ş .B. Demiral et al. NeuroImage 185 (2019) 263-273 matter cerebellar space might reflect the fact that the calculations in the larger cerebellar space average the inter-subject variability in the precise location within the cerebellum where changes occur, which might be captured only when focusing on a more restricted region. However, these differences could also reflect regional specificity, which could also explain why we observed a significant difference in sADC between SLEEP and AWAKE for the SPM clusters, while the difference in the cerebellar grey matter showed only a trend for significance (p ¼ 0.065). Similarly, the positive correlation between the sleep-induced increases in sADC in the cerebellar SPM clusters and the whole brain CSF changes -an effect which was missing for the cerebellar grey matter-also supports the possibility of the existence of distinct cerebellar partitioning relating to sleep-related diffusion processes. We also observed significant increases in sADC (and in fADC) with SLEEP in the left temporal pole, which differs from the cerebellum in that it is one of the first brain regions to show beta amyloid accumulation in Alzheimer's disease (Arnold et al., 1991) , suggesting that other factors contribute to such differences. For example, the cerebellum also differs with respect to the synthesis of beta amyloid degradation enzyme (i.e., IDE), which might protect against beta amyloid accumulation during aging (Caccamo et al., 2005) . Moreover, the cerebellum also showed increases in fADC in ventral nuclei that might reflect differential activity of cerebellar regions in sleep (Canto et al., 2017) including slow wave sleep (Dang-Vu et al., 2008) . Our findings also emphasized individual variations and state dependency of cerebellar sub-regions and their relationship with awakenings. While at the group level, sADC showed SLEEP related increases in cerebellar clusters, these clusters behaved independently of awakenings. Thus, sleep might have influenced ADCs predominantly in a subset of cerebellar regions, whereas awakenings targeted the whole cerebellar grey matter ADC, or the ADCs of other cerebellar sub-regions, being strongest for fADC.
The left temporal pole and the left parahippocampus showed changes for sADC and fADC albeit in the opposite direction (i.e., increases and decreases for SLEEP respectively). We had not a priori expected the temporal pole to be more sensitive to the effects of sleep on ADC. However two recent studies reporting an association between cortical thinning in temporal pole and hours of sleep in the elderly (Spira et al., 2016) and with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) (Macey et al., 2018) suggest that this brain region might be particularly susceptible to the effects of sleep. The decreases in ADC in parahippocampus were also not expected and might reflect its involvement in verbal encoding, which is sensitive to SD (Jonelis et al., 2012) . Interestingly, delta-ADCs in these two regions also exhibited correlations with Stage-3 sleep (again in opposite directions), which might reflect the modulatory role of slow wave sleep on sleep related diffusion and/or sleep related neural activity in these regions during slow wave sleep. Finally, as observed for the left cerebellar region, the globus pallidum delta-fADC correlated with awakenings, suggesting that sleep might also influence diffusivity in deep brain regions of the brain.
Our findings are preliminary and, while not conclusive, are consistent with the presence of region-specific glymphatic system in the human brain that as in the rodent brain operates predominantly during sleep. In this respect it adds to recent clinical studies that have provided indirect evidence of its presence; including findings of 1) increases in amyloid beta in brain and in CSF after one night of SD (Ooms et al., 2014; Shokri-Kojori et al., 2018) , 2) increases in CSF Aβ following disruption of slow-wave sleep (Ju et al., 2017) , 3) association between poor sleep quality and Aβ accumulation in brain (Spira et al., 2013) , 4) peri-vascular and parenchymal CSF transport of paramagnetic contrast agents into the brain (Eide and Ringstad, 2018; Ringstad et al., 2017) similar to those observed in rodents Ringstad et al., 2017) , and 5) presence of lymphatic vessels in the meninges (Absinta et al., 2017) which, in rodents serve as a drainage for the glymphatic system (Aspelund et al., 2015) . Future studies will shed more light on the potential relationship between sleep-driven diffusion, its strength and timing during sleep, and its role in amyloid clearance in the human brain.
Limitations of the study
Individual variability: Our study indicated that sleep patterns were highly variable across participants. Future studies that preselect participants that are good sleepers might increase the ability to detect ADC changes associated with sleep.
ADC Measures: To assess ADC we used a novel approach where we computed three diffusion directions (x, y, and z) with b-values of 50, 300, and 1000 s/mm 2 , which allowed us to calculate Brownian motion, and to model a slow and a fast ADC, and allowed us to dissociate temporal derivatives of diffusion. However, the significance of these distinct temporal ADC measures is unclear. Also, the ADC measure themselves might have lacked sensitivity for detecting 40% changes in ISF considering that it is only 20% of total brain parenchyma. Alternatively, increasing bvalues to >2000 s/mm 2 , might have allowed for the extraction of additional diffusion parameters that might have been more sensitive to tracking ISF changes and such studies could be pursued in the future. Lack of EEG measures during SLEEP: Unfortunately, due to the technical difficulties related to combining EEG and DWI, we were not able to associate ADC changes to particular sleep stages. Thus we could not measure sleep stages while participants slept in the scanner and could not quantify the presence of slow wave sleep, which has been linked with amyloid beta clearance (Ju et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2013) . In the future, development of compatible electrodes will enable simultaneous MRI and EEG recording when using the gradients and rapidly switching radio pulses needed for diffusion imaging and allow assessing the dynamics of changes in diffusivity as a function of sleep stages.
Sleeping in the scanner: While slow-wave sleep (or, deep sleep) is an important sleep stage frequently seen in the first part of the diurnal sleep compared to the second part of the night, it might not be easy to achieve deep sleep in the scanner due to scanner noise, narrow bed and it being a novel environment. Though we minimized sound effects via ear-plugs this might have been insufficient to filter out the diffusion scanning gradient noise. Thus some individuals might have achieved only the early stages of sleep (i.e., Stage-1 and Stage-2) whereas others might have been able to reach slow-wave sleep. In addition, optimal glymphatic clearance appears to be associated with the lateral position (Lee et al., 2015) , whereas our participants had to lie supine in the scanner, which might have hindered glymphatic clearance in some brain regions. The position of the cerebellum within the cranium in the supine position might have facilitated glymphatic clearance and account for it having the largest sADC changes. Future studies using rodents might tease apart these possibilities.
Short-term sleep recording: We recorded only 90 min of sleep, so our findings are pertinent only to the initial sleep period and further studies are needed to determine if ADC changes at later times in the sleep period.
Sleep Profiler measures: The Sleep Profiler detects only awakenings that are 30s or longer and while unlikely we cannot rule out the possibility that the observed associations between SLEEP-induced changes in ADC and awakenings might have differed have we been able to record shorter awakenings (2-15 s).
Visual Task: In our study we used a visual cue to track arousal rather than EEG and thus we might have classified time periods as sleep when participants closed their eyes but were actually awake. However the recordings of eye motion under the eye-lid indicated that in most instances when eyes were closed in the SLEEP scan they showed slow eye movements consistent with sleep onset. Similarly, the fact that very few participants showed rapid eye movements and when they did they were of short duration indicate that sleep onset REM (SOREM) was not a confound in our study.
Potential effect of SD: We measured ADC during sleep following a night of SD to facilitate their falling asleep in the scanner and while we did not observe differences in ADC or CSF between the A-SD and the A-RW conditions we cannot completely rule out that our findings reflect an interaction between SD and SLEEP effects.
Time differences in fMRI scans between studies: STUDY #1 scans were approximately 80 min earlier than STUDY #2 scans and though unlikely we cannot rule out the possibility that this time difference might have affected our measures. In summary, we document significant increases in CSF volumes with sleep and also changes in ADC that tended to show increase in slow diffusivity in cerebellum and left temporal pole during SLEEP state, and increases in fast diffusivity in subcortical regions, parahippocampus, insula and ventral cerebellum in the AWAKE state. The association of the ADC measures with sleep quality indicates that sleep drives these changes since they were not observed in the AWAKE state after SD.
